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PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE 
Mr. James H. Lockhart, Director 
Emergency School Assistance Program 
Caramunity Groups 
Office of Education, DHEW 
Washington, D. C. 20202 
Dear Mr. Lockhart: 
The following infooration is provided in answer to your letter of 
December 10, 1971. 
1. Why was it necessary to contract with Technical Research Associates? 
TRA has a wide and refected reputation in the Southwest as a 
research organisation that is capable of providing the highest quality 
of research and technical assistance. Prairie View ASM College while 
fully experienced in the development of effective curriculum materials 
felt that the project, the children in the project, the teachers in 
the project could benefit iitiaensly frcm the assistance that TRA could 
provide. 
With the receipt of the grant from ESBP, the college proposed to 
develop substantive multiracial elementary school level curriculum 
materials needed as individualised instructional resources for ethnic 
groups. Thus, it was felt that the college would need to be appraised 
of similar past project activities across the nation, of current 
published materials which might eventually interface with the project, 
of the interest of publishers which might relate to the project's 
goals, of the technical requirements of modern publishing, and of the 
acceptability of the project's approach in regards to the national 
educational publishing picture, and to measure its viability in 
relation to its potential impact on the educational publishing industry. 
It was felt that TRA had specific capabilities in these areas 
through its activities as consultants to leading publishers, its know­
ledge of personnel within the publishing industry, its expertise in 
cross-cultural education, reading, and elementary school level in­
dividualized instructional materials development and production, and ' 
its resource netwoek of selected distinguished professionals from a 
variety of related disciplines. 
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It was felt that because the subcontractor's organization was 
specifically qualified and equipped to perform the work and services 
required, it was in the best interest of the project to enter into 
such a contract to conserve the Grantee's resources and to allow its 
full talents, energies and potential to be devoted to the development 
of specific individualized instructional materials and techniques. 
2. Why was the contract with Technical Research Associates of such size? 
The size of the contract (i.e. cost) was directly related to the 
services to be performed by TEA such as the provision of the Grantee 
with the results of background research on past projects which are 
similar (i.e. multiracial in nature, geared to individualized and 
sensitive personnel/ and based on ccrparall^:;lfearning theories) in 
order to place past programs in national perspective as they may relate 
to the project. Additionally, TFA to provide the project with the 
identification of contacts within publishing, universities, clearing­
houses, for relevant materials and their eventual analysis for possible 
interface with local project needs. As well as to provide the project 
with competent experts in the fields of curriculum oonstructicn, in­
dividualized instruction, and especially knowledgeable of the publishing 
field including personnel contacts with staff in a position to assist 
the local project with ideas, design development, and technical visual 
and graphics assistance. And to provide the project with liaison between 
the local project and the national scene regarding both the acceptability 
of the approach under consideration and to measure its validity and 
viability in relation to its Impact on the educational p»Jblishing industry. 
And to provide the project with those services deemed appropriate as the 
changing conditions of the project became apparent and to develop the 
flexibility to modigy the above tasks to meet the specific needs of the 
project. 
3. What has been Prairie View's Experience with TRA? 
Prairie View's experience with TEA has been both positive and 
rewarding. Prairie View first heard of TEA through its activities with 
San Diego City School's Inner City Program and within the penal system 
of California where TEA developed cross-cultural approaches to reading 
for juvenals. 
In addition to the ESAP Grant, TEA has provided technical assistance 
to PraidifeoView's TDDS Project of the Division of Education's Research, 
Experimentation, Development and Service Office. 
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Prairie View has been more than satisfied with the services and 
assistance provided to the project by TRk. Ihe caliber of all of the 
consultants has been uniformly high and the assistance provided has 
been both pertinent and exciting. 
4. TPA's activities to date have included: 
v 
— the review of the initial program design 
— the assessment of preliminary needs 
— the development of a revised design in light of proqrarrmatic 
goals 
— the development of program objectives with the current 
advisory committee 
— the explanation of the total program and its rearaif ications 
to the administrative personnel of the college 
— the identification of program alternatives 
— the inception of developmental programming with staff members 
— the provision of the project with an instrument to assess racial 
attitudes of school administrators and teachers 
— the provision of the project with insights into the types of 
cross-cultural learning materials that might be developed 
— the assistance in the development of the ore-service training 
design 
— the pre-program preparation of individual staff members 
— the provision of in-service training to the project participants 
concerned with: 
— program assessment techniques 
— cross-cultural education 
— approaches to learning 
— innovations in education 
— the provision of technical assistance in the development of 
reading materials 
— the provision of sairole materials utilized in other programs 
— the provision of multi-cultural educational materials 
bibliography 
— the provision of multi-ethnic learning aids 
— the provision of data and the development of liaison with 
publishers and their representatives relating to the availability 
of ccrroercially prepared interetiinic materials. 
— the provision of outstanding consultants in reading and reading 
materials development on a regular basis to the program 
— the provision of specific individualized assistance to the project's 
participants in their daily classrocm situations within the public 
schools 
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— the provision of technical professional reports relating to: 
— individualizing education 
— black history and white Americans 
— integration or separatism in education, K-12 
— seme self-concepts of black Americans and their 
educational application 
— schools for an open society 
— clash of cultures in the classroom 
— southern Negroes' initial experiences and reactions in 
school desegregation 
— teaching the culturally different 
— hew a school fails 
— behavior modification and racial ''--tenration 
— the child in the prestige vacuum 
— "Negro Dialect" arid the motive to achieve 
— desegregation or integration in the nub lie school? The 
policy implications of research 
— racially separate or together? 
— the right to read - a straight path to integration 
— Afro-American history: separate or interracial? 
— desegregation works: a primer for parents and teachers 
— a guide for community groups evaluating public schools 
— etc. 
— the provision of technical assistance to the project director 
in planning and design of workshop activities 
— and the review of project developed materials in relation to 
publication or other forms of replication. 
5. TRA and its Staff Members: 
TRA Technical Research Associates, Inc. of Los Alton, California 
is a private independent corporation providing technical assistance 
and consultant activities to a wide range of educational projects. 
The President of TRA is David C. Wigglesvprth and Vice-Presidents 
include Arthur K. Brown and Barry M. Price. Among the members of TRA's 
Resource Network are: 
Dr. Addle E. Austin Dr. Uoraocio Ulibarri 
School of Education School of Education 
University of Houston University of New Manico 
Frances Looez Beckers 
International University 
Fan Diego, California 
Clyde R. Brown, President 
Brown Reading Systems 
San Francisco, California 
rv 





Edgar M. Faaley 
Gollege of Education 
U#C«L«A« 
Poland Cropper, Director 
Special Education 
Vine land Public Schools 
Dr. Marie Hackett 
School of Psychology 
U.C. Berkeley 
Dr. Charles Hughes 
African Studies 
Michigan State University 
Dr. John Povery, Acting Director 
Center of African Studies 
U.C.L.A. 
Shigeo Imaxnura, Director 
American Language Center 
Michigan State University 
Dr. Jerome Leavitt, Chairman 
Elementary Education 
School of Education 
Fresno State College 
Margaret Shaffer, Director 
Urban Associate® of Maryland 
Dr. George Igel, Director 
Individualized Study Program 
Havward State College 
Charles A. Fearce, Advisor 
Winchester Press 
Dr. Palmer C. Pilcher, Vice-President 
University Of Arkansas ir  ̂ '-hi-o Program 
Dr. Juan Es tare lias, Chairman 
Department of Linguistics 
Florida-Atlantic University 
George E. Binda 
Ford Foundation-Africa 
Dr. G. Donald Gilbert 
Scliool of Public Administration 
University of Southern Cal. 
Dr. Donald Delay 
College of Education 
Stanford University 




University of Arizona 
Dr. LeRoy Condie 
College of Education 
University of New Mexiao 
Dr. Robert Kaplan 
English as a Second Language 
University of Southern Cal. 
Philip Montez 
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights 
Dr. Grace Stuart Nutley 
university of the City of N.Y. 
Dr. Joseph H. Shehan, Director 
Experience Teacher Fellowhip 
Program 
Georgetown University 
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Richard P. Thiel 
Publishing Consultant 
Holt, Rinehart, Winston 
Dr. Saul Ibobert 
School of Psychology 
university of Oregon 
Amanrr the activities of TRA, the following may be of interest: 
— TRA developed the total evaluation and assessment design 
for the San Diego City Schools' Inner City Project; 
— TRA conducted the state-wide assessment program of the 
Alaraedea County Schools Listening Project? 
— TRA developed the instrumentation for the assessment of 
the ABE phase of the Los Angeles County New Careers Program; 
— TRA has provided technical assistance in the development of 
manuscript ideas to: 
Diversified Education Publishers 
Guineas Publishing, Ltd. 
Grove Press 
Academy Press 
Beliavioral Research Laboratories 
Brown Reading Systems 
Rinehardt Press 
Duell Publishing Ccmpany 
etc. 
— TRA redesigned and developed the remedial reading urogram 
for a juvenal penal institution of the State of California 
— TRA has provided technical assistance in terms of teacher 
training programs to projects funded by GEO 
— TRA provided technical assistance to a leading publisher 
of educational games and simulations 
— TRA provided technical assistance in the development of 
of regional occupational study renorts and 
— TRA provided technical assistance to a leading reading program 
through tlie corrdination and direction of specialized surcmer 
reading institutes 
6. Prairie View Activities to date: 
An advisory ocrmittee of the faculty members of the Waller and North 
Forest Independent School Districts and Prairie View ASM College established 
guidelines to develop objectives and criteria for integrated reading programs 
and materials. 
Hie staff members repeatedly assisted the local school districts at 
their requests to fulfill the teachers' and students' needs, as related to 
integration and reading. 
The staff members did extensive research and study of similar past 
project activities; current published materials which interfaced with 
the project; cross-cultural education, reading, and elementary school 
level material development; and resources of related disciplines. 
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The staff mertoers used unique approaches vMch utilized local imagery 
and setting, as well as the latest learning theories, in selecting techniques 
and methods. 
Technological aids in the Academic Learning Center were studied in order 
to decide their place in the program. 
The staff served as reading consultants for the target schools and 
institutes on campus. They supervised the construction of curriculun materials 
and arranged exhibits periodically. These displays were attended by oomunity 
groups and faculties. 
A week of orientation and one of pre-service for joining participants were 
held. Leading consultants worked with the program at these times: 
Consultants have included Mrs. Robbie Schultz. Waller School 
Counselor; Mr. Tim Sears, Waller Elementary Principal; Mrs. Hattie 
CXvens, Waller School Reading Specialist; Mrs. Dolores McClatehey, 
North FPrest Director of Elementary Education; Mr. Jim McClain, Director 
of North R>rest Title I Reading Programs; Mr. E. Brings, Shadvdale 
Elementary School Principal; Mr. Joe Hernandez and Staff of Texas 
Educational Desegregation Technical Assistance Center; Mr. Rhlbh 
Robinett of Miami, Florida, member of Advisory Council Curriculum 
Adaptation Network for Bilingual Education; Dr. David Wiqglesworth, 
President of Technical Research Associates; Dr. Mildred Abshler, E 
Education Professor of Prairie View A&M College; and Dr. Addie Austin, 
Director of Field Experiences, University of Houston. 
Teacher-ocrposed stories and reading activities were submitted for 
publication to the Council on Interracial Books for Children, Inc. 
Experience materials were developed by interviewing students with video 
tape, transcribing the interviews, and printing the results. Instruction was 
individualized in this way to meet the children's needs and interests. Real 
photographs of tlie children in the classrooms illustrated these materials. 
Consultants and participants duplicated and adapted for individual 
classes Roach Van Allen's Guides to Language Experience Instruction and otijer 
leading authorities1 works. 
Xte&'ling 
Reading modules with packets of games and motivating contents were 
produced for individual reading activities. 
The participants developed creative, interesting, educational, fune-
tsfenal, and adequate materials to fill the void that the usual basic tect 
book made. These materials were field-tested in the classroom and constantly 
evaluated. 
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Participants planned, described, and put into action a multi-ethnic 
reading curriculum which best suited the needs of their students. Ihev 
also presented this curriculum to their faculties. 
Curriculum resource center was established where students and faculty 
plan, and produce learning materials which truly reflect all ethnic groups 
and cove with social realities, dispel prejudice, and minimize fears and 
conflicts of newly integrated situations. 
A program reoort was sent to the International Beading Association 
Annual Meeting with plans to attend at Detroit, Michigan, in .May. 
Pre-testing and nost-testino of students aided evaluation purposes. 
Science Research Associates Achievement Series for Beading was used and 
scored with interpretation of results. Attitudinal assessments, scciograms, 
informal reading inventories, and data from cumulative folders were also 
assembled. 
Art, poems, and stories of the students wore collected for publication 
consideration. 
The Combined Paoerback Exhibit - Bed, White, Black, Brown and Vellcw 
Minorities in America was arranged in W. R. Banks Library. Irritations were 
sent to administrators of area schools and colleges, area libraries, college 
faculty members, teachers of target districts, and book stares. Appropriate 
publicity for this event was also achieved. 
At the request of Dr. J. L. Brown, Director of Division of Education, 
the staff submitted an entry for the 1972 Distinguished Awards Program sponsored by 
the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education. 
Publicity included a Monthly Newsletter, as well as area radio and newspaper 
articles. 
The staff and teachers participated in Texas Association For the 
Inorovernent of Beading Convention at the university of Houston September 24 
and 25. Both oral and written reports were made to faculties and comursity 
groups. 
The staff arranged schedules of regular weekly visits to participating 
schools where they aided in field-testing the materials. 
Record books with reports and pictures were developed. A program 
brochure was prepared. 
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Multi-ethnic calendars were prepared and distributed to classrooms. 
A seminar was held for community groups, faculties, and participants 
with Mr. Ralph Rbbinett and the Miami Linguistic Readers Series. 
Each participant was made several audio and video tapes of their 
lessons, as well as wrote stories of appropriate content, created learning 
aids, and composed reading activities. 
Schools involved in the program are: 
A. Waller Independent School District 
Total nutter of students participating in the program are approximately 
eight HOhdted (800). 
Any questions oonoarning this matter, please feel free to call on me. 
Very truly yours, 
1. Primary Building 
2. Elementary Building 




B. North Forest Independent School 
1. Shadydale Elementary 
2. Hilliard Elementary 
3. Mount Houston Elementary 
4. East Houston Elementary 
5. Rogers Elementary 
6. Fcntrood Elementary 









Ivor/ V. Nelson 
Vice-President 
IVN:gm 
ccr Dr. Grossman 
Dr. A. I. Thcmas 
PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE 
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445 
December 17, 1971 
Office of Vice-President 
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS 
Grants Management Unit 
Bureau of Education for the Handicapped 
U, S. Office of Education, DHEW 
400 Maryland Avenue, S. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20202 
Dear Sir: 
Transmitted herewith are fifteen (IS) copies of application 
for your consideration under PuWicsLaw 91-230, Education of 
the Handicapped Act, Part 15, Training Personnel for the Edu­
cation of the Handicapped, aifikPsvt G, Special Programs for 
Children with Specific Leaj^Wg ^Disabilities. 
Any questions you may have concerning this application, 
please feel free to contact me. 
Very truly yours 
Ivory V. Kelson 
Vice-President 
IVN/mh 
cc: Dr. A. X. Thomas, President 
Dr. G. R. Ragland, Dean of College 
Dr. W. W. Clem, Dean, School of Arts and Sciences 
Dr. J, L. Brown, Head, Division of Education 
Dr. Charles P. Carney, Chairman, Special Education 
PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE 
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445 
December 17, 1971 
Office of Vice-President 
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROCRAMS 
OEC IT'T1 
College Science Bnproveroent Program: D 
National Science Foundation 
Washington, D. C. 20550 
Dear Sir: 
Please find enclosed three (3) copies of our draft proposal to 
be considered under the College Science Improvement Program - D. 
Your comments and critical analysis Of the proposal will be greatly 
appreciated. 
Thank you very much for your effort. 
Very truly yours, 
Ivory V. Nelson 
Vice-President 
IVNjgm 
cc: Dr. Alvin I. Thomas, President 
December 15, 1971 
Dr. I. V. Nelson 
Vice President 
Research and Special 
Programs 
Campus 
Dear Dr. Nelson: 
Enclosed is material on the Office of Education Regional 
Research Program concerning Large Grant Program and Small 
Grant Program. 
You probably have copies of the guidelines for both of 
these programs. If you do not, I shall be pleased if you 
would write for guidelines of each program. 
It seems that we should definitely go after both of these 
areas of possible financing. 
With kindest regards, I am 
Very truly yours. 




December 15, 1971 
Dr. I. V. Nelson 
Vice President 
Research and Special 
Programs 
Campus 
Dear Dr. Nelson; 
Enclosed is material on the Office of Education Regional 
Research Program concerning Large Grant Program and Small 
Grant Program. 
You probably have copies of the guidelines for both of 
these programs. If you do not, I shall be pleased if you 
would write for guidelines of each program. 
It seems that we should definitely go after both of these 
areas of possible financing. 
With kindest regards, I am 
Very truly yours. 




Octoberv-J.971 Dallas, Texas 75202 
LARGE GRANT PROGRAM REGIONALIZED 
The administration of research pro­
jects over $10,000 has been partial­
ly regionalized. Within the past 
six months three such projects have 
been transferred to the region for 
monitoring and eventual close out. 
Also five new grants have been nego­
tiated through the Dallas Office and 
are currently being supervised out 
of Dallas. These eight grants have 
combined budgets totaling more than 
$340,000. 
There are three basic differences 
between the large and small grant 
programs. (1) The large grants are 
evaluated at the national level and 
proposals must still be mailed to 
the Washington Office. (2) There is 
no time nor dollar limit on grants 
above $10,000. (3) Each large grant 
program has specific transmittal 
deadlines which must be observed. 
(Note attached descriptions of the 
Basic Research Program—Unsolicited 
and Multidisciplinary.) Guidelines 
for preparing large grant proposals 
are available upon request from 
either the Dallas or Washington Of­
fices. 
* 
Once proposals have been recommend­
ed for funding at the national level 
they will then be transferred to 
this region for contract negotiation 
and monitoring. 
NEW DEADLINES ON SMALL GRANTS 
No small grants may be funded this 
fiscal year after April 1, 1972. 
This in essence means that any pro­
ject with a proposed start date fall­
ing between April and August 1, 1972 
must be transmitted to the Dallas 
Office prior to March 15, 1972. This 
is a new funding policy mandated by 
the Central Administration of USOE 
in Washington. 
Investigators are advised to study 
the new Structured Panel Schedule 
announcement elsewhere in the NEWS­
LETTER and adjust submission dates 
accordingly. Proposals submitted to 
the Dallas Office after April 1 
should not propose start dates ear­
lier than August or September. 
FUNDING RATIO 
Since January 1967 the Small Pro­
ject Research Program in Region VI 
has received 467 proposals of which 
103 have been funded. This esta­
blishes a funding ratio of about one » 
to five, or about 227. of all propo­
sals submitted. 
REGIONAL PROJECT RESEARCH PROGRAM 
Director: Harold A. Haswell, Ph.D 
U. S. Office of Education/DHEW 
1114 Commerce Street 
Dallas, Texas 75202 
Telephone: 214. 749-1771 
PROPOSAL FLOW 
Proposal submission follows a defi­
nite pattern in Region VI. The 
monthly flow ranged from a high of 
28 proposals in July 1968 to a low 
of one proposal in October of the 
same year. Almost one fifth of all 
the proposals were submitted in 
July. Proposal submission was also 
heavy in the months of April, March 
and February (see distribution graph 
on page 3.) 
As one looks at the fiscal year the 
heavy proposal flow of July immedi­
ately tapers off during the months, 
of August, September and October 
during the rush of activities as­
sociated with the new academic year. 
As the fall term gets underway pro­
posal flow picks up during November 
and December; only to slump notice­
ably with the beginning of the 
spring semester in January. 
The longe at sustained heavy propo­
sal flow has occurred during the 
three jaoath period from February 
through April. Proposal submission 
sags to near zero during May and 
June as the academic and fiscal 
years come to a close. 
« 
STRUCTURED PANEL SCHEDULE 
The cycle of proposal submission 
has been so ccn sistent over the 
past five years that it seems advis­
able to structure panel meetings 
months in advance. By so doing it 
may be possible to favorably in­
fluence the pattern of proposal 
flow. 
Proposals which are transmitted to 
the Office immediately after panel 
sessions may be held up to 90 days 
or longer before they are evaluated. 
Proposals receive the best possible 
evaluation if they reaoh the Dallas 
Office fifteen co thirty days in 
advance of panel meetings. 
It is the intent of the Small Pro­
ject Research Program in Region VI, 
Dallas, to convene five evaluation 
panels during the current fiscal 
year. The optimal panel dates are 
listed below. 
(1) August 6, 1971 
(2) November 12 or 15, 1971 
(3) January 21 or 24, 1972 
(4) March 20 or 24, 1972 
(5) June 9 or 12, 1972 
You will be notified if-^there Is any 
deviation from this' schedule. 
RESEARCH PRIORITIES 
The Regional Research Program does 
not establish stated objectives but 
endeavors to provide support to help 
solve critical R&D problems at any 
level of education. However, when 
the program can be used to supple­
ment the priorities established by 
other Regional Agencies, Central OE, 
or the HEW Secretary; every effort 
is made to do so. 
The program is administered in such 
a way that special attention is giv­
en to R&D activities or- high quality 
and exceptional significance; 'M the 
project will further the stated ob­
jectives of the Department. 
Some of your research personnel may 
be interested in one or more of the 
stated DHEW priority areas. 
(1) Health Education 
(2) Equal Educational Opportuni­
ties 
(3) Deprived Groups 
(4) Child Development 
(5) Technical Assistance to 
Governmental Agencies 
(6) Underdeveloped colleges 
(7) Drug Education 
(8) Career Training 
(9) Integration of Federal Ser-
4;.. vices 
RRP Personnel will work with inves­
tigators who express an Interest in 
a specific priority area. 
SUBJECT INDEX ON FY'71 PROPOSALS 
From July 1, 1970 through June 30 
of this year 89 proposals were sub­
mitted to the Regional Research Pro­
gram. Most proposals were classi­
fiable under more than one heading. 
The ten most popular subject areas 
for proposed research are listed in 
the table below. 
Ten Most Popular Subject Areas 
Selected by Proposal Writers 
No. 
Subject No . Ppls. Grants 
Area by Area by Area 
Curriculum 12 3 
Disadvantaged 21 5 
Ecology 15 2 
Instruction 10 1 
Teaching Methods 20 5 
Model Cities 29 7 
Reading 10 5 
Race Relations 14 4 
Basic Research 15 5 
Students 19 4 
From a percentage standpoint the 
two most successful problem areas 
for proposal writers were reading 
and remedial instruction. Writers 
of proposals in these two areas es­
tablished a £07o approval ratio 
(reading, ten proposals with five 
grants; and remedial instruction, 
eight proposals with four grants.) 
PROJECT COMPILATION 
The RRP Staff has compiled a list 
of all projects which have been 
funded by the Dallas Office during 
the period January 1967 through June 
1971. This listing provides infor­
mation on the project number, the 
name of the investigator, the spon­
soring institution, the title of . 
the proposal, the amount of the 
federal budget and the duration of 
the project. A copy of#this infor­
mation will be mailed to Research 
Directors or their counterparts in 
each institution upon request. 
SFAU RESEARCH SEMINAR 
Stephen F. Austin State University 
at Nacogdoches, Texas will again 
host a region-wide Research Clinic 
on November 3, 1971. Printed pro­
grams are already in the mail to 
your institution. Make your plans 
to be present. 
For further information contact 
Dr. C. Richard Voigtel, Box 6091, 
SFAU Station, Telephone 713,569-
3400. 
ERIC MAG TAPES 
The Office of Education has deve­
loped under contract a computer 
program for searching the ERIC 
indexes, designated as QUERY. It is 
a proprietary system being made 
available to the public. 
Organizations having access to 
computers may wish to take advantage 
of this machine's search capability. 
The tapes contain the citation, re­
trieval terms and resume of over 
30,000 educational reports from 
Research in Education. Also avail­
able on the tapes are the resumes 
of more than 11,500 educational 
articles appearing in the Current 
Index to Journals in Education. 
Several purchase options are avail­
able depending upon the user's hard­
ware and the nature of services 
desired. The price for the tapes 
vary accordingly from $50 to $700. 
For further information write your 
Regional Office or "ERIC Facility 
Leasco Systems and Research Corpora­
tion, 4833 Rugby Avenue, Bethesda, 
Maryland 20014. 
WRITE FOR YOUR COPY: 
Guidelines for Preparing a Proposal 
OE-12035-B October, 1970 
Application for Research Support 
0E Form 6022 
Wofobkl tyov 1 CM1 
f<Z£/?t'P\\UW ?mflhv\ 
OA onict Of 0UCA1\OH , ON VI , WM£ 
^WOWiNf, Of PltOfo^Ap'p ?£•£ MONTH PU£lM& *\U£. Pt&lOV 
JANUARY »96."7 TW^OUAH JUNJ£ 1911 ANP 0?T IMAI. PAH£^ £VAAUA*(lON 
, fiAW OH Tv\fc C-^^lpf Of 4-&7 PflOpOi)AP5 . 
(£) JUHE. *0 TO l^>. 
December 6, 1971 
Dr. I. V. Nelson, Vice President 
Research and Special Projects 
Campus 
Dear Dr. Nelson.-
Enclosed are applications and guidelines for the 
following Federal Programs. 
1. Social and Rehabilitation service 
2. Minority Schools Biomedical Support Award 
3. Preparation of professional personnel in 
the Education for the handicapped. 
4. Allied Health Professions Grant 
Please proceed to make application for our College 
Very truly yours, 
Alvln I. Thomas 
President 
AIT/sah 
cc: Dr. G. R. Ragland 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,  EDUCATION,  AND WELFARE 
R E G I O N A L  O F F I C E  I V  
5 0  S E V E N T H  S T R E E T ,  N .  E .  R O O M  4 0 4  
A T L A N T A ,  G E O R G I A  3 0 3 2 3  SOCIAL AND REHABILITATION 
SERVICE 
November 17,  1971 
TO PROJECT DIRECTORS, RSA TRAINING GRANTS 
FROM :  REGIONAL COMMISSIONER 
SUBJECT: FY'72 RSA TRAINING BUDGET AND SUPPLEMENTATION OF ONGOING PROJECTS 
The FY'72 budget  cei l ing for  the rehabi l i ta t ion t ra ining program has 
been authorized for  the present  t ime a t  a  level  of  $22,335,000.  This  
amount ,  in  addi t ion to  the $5,365,000 which was reprogrammed from 
FY'71 Rehabi l i ta t ion Research and Demonstrat ions into Rehabi l i ta t ion 
Training,  provides  a  total  amount  of  $27,700,000 which wil l  be avai lable  
for  rehabi l i ta t ion t ra ining act ivi t ies  during the 1971-1972 academic year .  
General  Strategy 
1 .  Our overal l  plan for  the use of  the res tored addi t ional  funds cal ls  
for  the reinforcement  of  se lected current  projects  which have a l ready 
received ini t ia l  grants  under  e i ther  the FY'71 reprogrammed funds or  the 
or iginal  FY'72 budget .  Supplemental  support  wi l l  be l imited to  those 
projects  of  high qual i ty  which are  essent ia l  to  the achievement  of  the  
SRS and RSA program object ives .  Only those projects  which are  direct ly  
contr ibut ing or  which have the potent ia l  for  direct ly  contr ibut ing to  
the achievement  of  program object ives  wil l  be considered for  supple­
mentat ion.  
2 .  Short- term t ra ining funds wil l  be supplemented nat ional ly  to  
approximately the FY'71 level .  Addit ional  short- term training,  funds wil l  
be made avai lable  to  each Regional  Off ice .  The FY'72 short- term al lowance 
for  some Regions wi l l  be below the FY'71 level ,  however ,  because the 
formula for  dis t r ibut ion of  Regional  short- term training funds had been 
revised in  FY'72 in  order  to  ensure that  each Region had the capaci ty  to  
support  short- term training programs in  the high pr ior i ty  program areas .  
3 .  Funds are  being set  as ide for  the development  of  special  State  
Vocat ional  Rehabi l i ta t ion agency in-service t ra ining projects  to  ass is t  
in  meet ing RSA object ives ,  par t icular ly  in  the areas  re la ted to  the 
rehabi l i ta t ion of  publ ic  ass is tance recipients  and preparat ion for  welfare  
reform.  Guidel ines  for  the development  of  these projects  are  being 
prepared.  
4 .  Funds are  being earmarked for  the support  of  a  l imited number of  new 
undergraduate  t ra ining programs in  rehabi l i ta t ion services .  Guidel ines  
for  the development  of  these projects  are  a lso being developed.  
ojec* Directors ,  RSA Tra ining Grants  
5 .  Funds  a re  a lso  expected to  be  reserved in  order  to  conver t  the  suppor t  of  
rehabi l i ta t ionsocia l  work t ra in ing to  a  forward funding bas is  for  the  academic  
year  1972-1973.  
Al though the  exact  amount  of  funds  to  be  used for  each of  the  above purposes  
has  not  ye t  been determined a t  th is  t ime,  i t  i s  impor tant  for  us  to  secure  the  
data  necessary  for  the  supplementa t ion of  se lec ted  long- term t ra in ing grants .  
Specia l  considera t ion in  recommending supplementa t ion wi l l  be  g iven to :  
A.  Increas ing personnel  cos ts  for  facul ty  present ly  suppor ted  a t  less  than 
fu l l - t ime,  for  whom the  ins t i tu t ion requires  fu l l - t ime suppor t .  
B.  Suppor t ing new t ra inees ,  especia l ly  in  those  projec ts  in  which no f i rs t -year  
t ra inees  had been awarded.  Recommendat ions  for  suppor t  of  t ra inees  in  any projec t  
a t  a  number  in  excess  of  FY'71 must  be  c lear ly  jus t i f ied .  
C.  Increas ing to ta l  suppor t  for  projec ts  in  minor i ty  schools  or  projec ts  serving 
high numbers  of  minor i ty  s tudents .  
D.  Suppor t ing handicapped or  minor i ty  group t ra inees .  
E.  Supplement ing facul ty  suppor t  to  projec ts  current ly  suppor t ing cont inuing 
t ra inees  only ,  i f  the  Region wishes  to  recommend maintenance  of  the  projec t  beyond 
the  present  academic  year .  
F .  Increas ing dependency a l lowances  to  $600 in  a l l  projec ts  where  dependency 
a l lowances  are  a l ready being provided in  order  to  make Rehabi l i ta t ion  t ra in ing 
projec ts  consis tent  wi th  o ther  DHEW and SRS t ra in ing projec ts .  
G.  Providing to ta l  s t ipends  to  projec ts  where  s t ipends  have been sp l i t  between 
s tudents  as  a  s top-gap ef for t  to  spread avai lable  funds  fur ther .  
H.  Providing addi t ional  s t ipends  to  projec ts  in  univers i t i tes  which have 
demonst ra ted  wi l l ingness  to  assume fu l l  responsibi l i ty  for  facul ty  cos ts .  
To analvze  and evaluate  individual  projec t  needs  for  addi t ional  funds ,  we are  
asking tha t  you complete  the  a t tached form and re turn  i t  to  th is  off ice  oy 
November  24 ,  1971,  in  order  to  meet  Centra l  Off ice  deadl ine  of  November  30 .  
At tachment  
K?mi 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION. AND WELFARE 
PUBLIC HEALTH SEPVICE 
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH 
UETHESDA. MARYLAND 200U 
Bureau of Health Manpower Education 
ANNOUNCEMENT OF APPLICATION PROCEDURES 
FOR THE 
ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
GRANTS FOR TRAINING INSTITUTES 
The enclosed document and application materials concern the Allied 
Health Professions Grants for Training Institutes. If you wish to 
apply, please read the document and instructions for applying before 
completing the application form. 
All questions concerning these grants should be referred to the Allied 
Health Professions Branch, Division of Allied Health Manpower (tele­
phone Area Code 301, 496-5561). 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,  EDUCATION,  AND WELFARE 
R E G I O N A L  O F F I C E  I V  
5 0  S E V E N T H  S T R E E T ,  N . E .  R O O M  4 0 4  
A T L A N T A ,  G E O R G I A  3 0 3 2 3  S O C I A L  A N D  R E H A B I L I T A T I O N  
S E R V I C E  
November 17,  1971 
TO PROJECT DIRECTORS, RSA TRAINING GRANTS 
FROM :  REGIONAL COMMISSIONER 
SUBJECT: FY'72 RSA TRAINING BUDGET AND SUPPLEMENTATION OF ONGOING PROJECTS 
The FY'72 budget  cei l ing for  the rehabi l i ta t ion t ra ining program has 
been authorized for  the present  t ime a t  a  level  of  $22,335,000.  This  
amount ,  in  addi t ion to  the $5,365,000 which was reprogrammed from 
FY'71 Rehabi l i ta t ion Research and Demonstrat ions into Rehabi l i ta t ion 
Training,  provides  a  total  amount  of  $27,700,000 which wil l  be avai lable  
for  rehabi l i ta t ion t ra ining act ivi t ies  during the 1971-1972 academic year .  
General  Strategy 
1 .  Our overal l  plan for  the use of  the restored addi t ional  funds cal ls  
for  the reinforcement  of  se lected current  projects  which have a l ready 
received ini t ia l  grants  under  e i ther  the FY'71 reprogrammed funds or  the 
or iginal  FY'72 budget .  Supplemental  support  wi l l  be l imited to  those 
projects  of  high qual i ty  which are  essent ia l  to  the achievement  of  the  
SRS and RSA program object ives .  Only those projects  which are  direct ly  
contr ibut ing or  which have the potent ia l  for  direct ly  contr ibut ing to  
the achievement  of  program object ives  wil l  be considered for  supple­
mentat ion.  
2 .  Short- term t ra ining funds wil l  be supplemented nat ional ly  to  
approximately the FY'71 level .  Addit ional  short- term training funds wil l  
be made avai lable  to  each Regional  Off ice .  The FY'72 short- term al lowance 
for  some Regions wi l l  be below the FY'71 level ,  however ,  because the 
formula for  dis t r ibut ion of  Regional  short- term training funds had been 
revised in  FY'72 in  order  to  ensure that  each Region had the capaci ty  to  
support  short- term training programs in  the high pr ior i ty  program areas .  
3 .  Funds are  being set  as ide for  the development  of  special  State  
Vocat ional  Rehabi l i ta t ion agency in-service t ra ining projects  to  ass is t  
in  meet ing RSA object ives ,  par t icular ly  in  the areas  re la ted to  the 
rehabi l i ta t ion of  publ ic  ass is tance recipients  and preparat ion for  welfare  
reform.  Guidel ines  for  the development  of  these projects  are  being 
prepared.  
4 .  Funds are  being earmarked for  the support  of  a  l imited number of  new 
undergraduate  t ra ining programs in  rehabi l i ta t ion services .  Guidel ines  
for  the development  of  these projects  are  a lso being developed.  
- jec t  Directors ,  RSA Tra ining Grants  
5T Funds  a re  a lso  expected to  be  reserved in  order  to  conver t  the  suppor t  of  
rehabi l i ta t ionsocia l  work t ra in ing to  a  forward funding bas is  for  the  academic  
year  1972-1973.  
Al though the  exact  amount  of  funds  to  be  used for  each of  the  above purposes  
has  not  ye t  been determined a t  th is  t ime,  i t  i s  impor tant  for  us  to  secure  the  
data  necessary  for  the  supplementa t ion of  se lec ted  long- term t ra in ing grants .  
Specia l  considera t ion in  recommending supplementa t ion wi l l  be  g iven to :  
A.  Increas ing personnel  cos ts  for  facul ty  present ly  suppor ted  a t  less  than 
fu l l - t ime,  for  whom the  ins t i tu t ion requires  fu l l - t ime suppor t .  
B.  Suppor t ing new t ra inees ,  especia l ly  in  those  projec ts  in  which no f i rs t -year  
t ra inees  had been awarded.  Recommendat ions  for  suppor t  of  t ra inees  in  any projec t  
a t  a  number  in  excess  of  FY'71 must  be  c lear ly  jus t i f ied .  
C.  Increas ing to ta l  suppor t  for  projec ts  in  minor i ty  schools  or  projec ts  serving 
high numbers  of  minor i ty  s tudents .  
D.  Suppor t ing handicapped or  minor i ty  group t ra inees .  
E.  Supplement ing facul ty  suppor t  to  projec ts  current ly  suppor t ing cont inuing 
t ra inees  only , ' i f  the  Region wishes  to  recommend maintenance  of  the  projec t  beyond 
the  present  academic  year .  
F .  Increas ing dependency a l lowances  to  $600 in  a l l  projec ts  where  dependency 
a l lowances  are  a l ready being provided in  order  to  make Rehabi l i ta t ion  t ra in ing 
projec ts  consis tent  wi th  o ther  DHEW and SRS t ra in ing projec ts .  
G.  Providing to ta l  s t ipends  to  projec ts  where  s t ipends  have been sp l i t  between 
s tudents  as  a  s top-gap ef for t  to  spread avai lable  funds  fur ther .  
H.  Providing addi t ional  s t ipends  to  projec ts  in  univers i t i tes  which have 
demonst ra ted  wi l l ingness  to  assume fu l l  responsibi l i ty  for  facul ty  cos ts .  
To analyze  and evaluate  individual  projec t  needs  for  addi t ional  funds ,  we are  
asking tha t  you complete  the  a t tached form and re turn  i t  to  th is  off ice  by 
November  24 ,  1971,  in  order  to  meet  Centra l  Off ice  deadl ine  of  November  30 .  




P U B L I C  H E A L T H  S E R V I C E  
N A T I O N A L  I N S T I T U T E S  O F  H E A L T H  
B E T H E S D A .  M A R Y L A N D  2 0 0 1 4  
November 12, 1971 
TO Presidents of Ethnic Minority Schools and 
Others Concerned with the MSBS Program 
SUBJECT: Minority Schools Biomedical Support (MSBS) Program Documents 
In the latter part of October, nine area meetings were held, involving over 250 
persons from some ninety ethnic minority schools, to review and discuss proposed 
MSBS program documents. As a result of these meetings, the MSBS program documents 
have now been revised, taking account of suggestions made at these meetings. We 
are very grateful to the participants at these meetings, and especially to the host 
schools, for the effort put out by everyone to make these meetings so meaningful 
and valuable to us. 
The official copies of the MSBS program documents will be sent to the Presidents of 
Ethnic Minority Schools early in December 1971 (as soon as they are received from 
the printers). However, selection of a MSBS program director and development of a 
MSBS proposal should not await receipt of the official application form by any 
qualified ethnic minority school (i.e., any four-year college or university in 
which student enrollment is drawn mainly from ethnic minority groups). Any appli­
cations received in this office by January 31, 1972 will be reviewed and considered 
competitively for possible award so that programs may begin as early as June 1, 1972. 
Due to staff limitations, it may be necessary to hold over for the.,next fiscal year 
some or all of the applications submitted after January 31. 
Because time is so short, we are enclosing preprint copies of the final version of 
the relevant documents: 
The General Research Support Branch also encourages preliminary inquiries and the 
submission of draft proposals as a basis for informal discussion and assistance. 
For further information, inquiries should be directed to: 
MSBS Program General Policy and Information Statement 
Information and Instructions and Application for MSBS Grant 
MSBS Program Application Form (NIH Form 1860) 
Minority Schools Biomedical Support Program 
General Research Support Branch 
Division of Research Resources, NIH 
Bethesda, Maryland 20014 
Telephone: 301 - 496-6743 
J<VUvT • y WK/ 
Robert JI Gibbs, Ph.D. 
Chief, General Research Support Branch 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION, AND WELFARE 
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE 
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH 
E3ETHESDA. MARYLAND 20014 
December 1, 1971 
TO Presidents of Ethnic Minority Institutions 
SUBJECT: Invitation to Participate in the Minority Schools Biomedical 
Support (MSBS) Grant Program 
The General Research Support Branch, Division of Research Resources, National 
Institutes of Health is pleased to inform you of the official initiation today 
of the Minority Schools Biomedical Support (MSBS) Grant Program. Through the 
MSBS program, grants will be. awarded on a competitive basis to provide support 
for biomedical research and research training activities at ethnic minority 
institutions (i.e., four-year colleges and universities in which student enrol­
lment is draxvn mainly from ethnic minority groups) . 
Since your institution has been identified to us as one which may qualify for 
participation in this program, we are sending you the enclosed official Applica­
tion Kit. Your institution can compete for MSBS grant funds by selecting a program 
director who will then work with appropriate administrators and scientists at your 
institution to develop and submit a completed application. 
Any application received in this office by January 31, 1972, will be reviewed and 
considered competitively for possible award so that programs may begin as early as 
June 1, 1972. Due to staff limitations it may be necessary to hold over for next 
fiscal year some or all applications submitted after January 31. 
Our staff is available for advice and consultation, and you and your staff are 
encouraged to have discussions prior to the formal submission of your MSBS appli­
cation. The General Research Support Branch telephone number is 301: 496-6743. 
Administrators and scientists at many minority institutions have expressed great 
interest in this program opportunity. At this time we are sending them copies of 
the enclosed information (except for the official Application Form itself) and 
urging them to contact and work with their institution's President in this endeavor. 
We would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your cooperation and help 
in making the MSBS program a reality. Through your continued support we know that 
this program will be highly successful. 
Robert J. Gibbs, Ph.D. 
Chief, General Research Support Branch 
Enclosures 
December 3, 1971 
Dr. Ivory Nelson 
Asst. Dean of the College 
Campus 
Dear Dr. Nelson: 
Enclosed is a copy of the "Guidelines for Preparation of 
Proposals" under the National Science Foundation, College 
Science Improvement Program. 
You will note that there is a specific section in this guide 
line for projects in historically black colleges. It is 
important that we lay out basic concepts on this project 
as quickly as possible. 
I shall appreciate hearing from you. 
Very truly yours, 




December 3, 1971 
Dr. Ivory Nelson 
Asst. Dean of the College 
Campus 
Dear Dr. Nelsons 
Enclosed is information which should be executed as a part 
of Prairie View A. and N. College participation in the study 
being conducted by the University of California, Berkeley. 
I shall be pleased if you would get with appropriate officials 
here at the College and see that this information is rendered 
to Dr. Harold L. Hodgkinson at the earliest possible date. 
Very truly yours, 
Alvin I. Thomas 
President 
AIT/pam 
cc: Dr. Harold L. Hodgkinson 
November 30, 1971 
Dr. Ivory Nelson 
Research and Special Projects 
Campus 
Dear Dr. Nelson: 
I have a copy of a letter to Dr. V. M. Doctor from 
the National Institutes of Health advising that they 
did not recommend approval of his research grant 
application. 
A few days ago I received a letter from Dr. Geraldine 
Wood advising that we had not used a Grant Development 
Service which was available to us from the National 
Institutes of Health. I surmised at that time that 
our grant would probably not be approved. 
I should be pleased if you would work with Dr. Wood 
to determine the specific problems raised to 
Dr. Doctor's application. If the problems are not 
insurmountable I would strongly suogest that we use 
the National Advisory Service, and resubmit this 
proposal. 
If I can be of assistance to you and Dr. Doctor 
please let me know. 
Very truly yours. 
Alvin I. Thomas 
President 
AIT/sah 
cc: Dr. V. M. Doctor 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE 
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE 
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH 
BETHESDA. MARYLAND 20014 
November 22, 1971 
Our Reference: NIGMS-RGB 
1 R01 GM 19071-01 
November 18-19, 1971 Council 
Dr. V. M. Doctor 
Department of Chemistry 
Prairie View A&M College 
Prairie View, Texas 77445 
Dear Dr. Doctor: 
I regret to report that the National Advisory General Medical Sciences 
Council at the meeting noted above did not recommend approval of your 
research grant application. 
We appreciate the time and effort you spent on preparing this application. 
Please be assured that any further applications you may wish to submit 
will receive our full consideration. 
Sincerely yours, 
Bernard Shacter, Ph.D. 
Program Administrator 
Research Grants Branch 
National Institute of 
General Medical Sciences 
cc: Dr. A. I. Thomas 
December 2, 1971 
Dr. I. V. Nelson, Vice President 
Research and Special Projects 
Campus 
Dear Dr. Nelson: 
Please see that this questionnaire on disadvantaged 
students is executed as soon as possible. 
Please send me a copy of the response. 
Very truly yours. 




DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,  EDUCATION,  AND WELFARE 
O F F I C E  O F  E D U C A T I O N  
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20202 
October 19, 1971 
Dear President: 
The U.S. Office of Education has contracted with Educational Testing Service 
for a series of surveys to determine the extent and level of success of 
special programs for disadvantaged students in institutions of higher 
education. The initial survey requires a census of all U.S. institutions of 
higher education to determine the kinds and costs of programs in operation, 
and the numbers of students served. 
To expedite the survey, we are enclosing a brief form which we hope you 
will assign for completion to the administrative officer responsible for all 
special programs for disadvantaged students. The form asks for some identi­
fying information about the institution, for information about special programs 
for disadvantaged students, and for estimates of need for such programs at 
your institution. 
All information provided in this survey will be treated as confidential. 
Because only aggregates, by type of institution, will be reported to the U.S. 
Office of Education by Educational Testing Service, the information you 
provide can not affect federal support of current or requested programs at 
your institution. Indirectly, the results of the total survey will make an 
important contribution to estimates of national need, and could have a major 
impact on the direction and nature of these programs in the future. 
Your assistance in this critical matter is appreciated. Time deadlines are 
very tight, and we would be most gratified for return of the form by 
November 30, 1971. 
Acting Associate Commissioner 
for Higher Education 
r 
Vf Survey of Special Programs for Disadvantaged Students in Higher Education 
DEFINITIONS 
SPECIAL PROGRAM: To qualify as a "special program" under this definition, there should be a 
statement of institutional record as to the goals and objectives of the special program, with specifi­
cation of target population, intervention or treatment strategies, and there should be an institutional 
staff member charged with responsibility for the administration and maintenance of the program. A 
separately budgeted (e.g., separate line item, noted in other line item, etc.) formal or structured 
body of activity by the institution for high school graduates (e.g., Upward Bound, Project Oppor­
tunity, etc.) or enrolled students, which is not routinely available to or appropriate for the typical 
entering student but directed toward the more disadvantaged student (see next definition) is usually 
considered to be a "special program." 
DISADVANTAGED STUDENT: By "disadvantaged student" is meant a student who, by virtue of 
origin from an ethnic minority, a low income group as defined by the national poverty criteria 
(see below), or by virtue of physical handicaps restricting movement or sensory acuity, has special 
deficiencies of a social, cultural, or academic nature that set him apart from the regular or modal 
students at your institution. These are generally students who would require special resources and 
innovative curriculum to assure their success in the academic environment. 
NATIONAL POVERTY CRITERIA* 
To fall within the national poverty criteria group, a student must come from a family with annual 
income not exceeding the amount shown below: 
Family Size Nonfarm Farm 
1 $1,840** $1,569 
2 2,383 2,012 
3 2,924 2,480 
4 3,743 3,195 
5 4,415 3,769 
6 4,958 4,244 
7 6,101 5,182 
If a low-income student comes from a family with more than seven members, add $600 for each 
additional family member in a nonfarm family; add $500 if the family is a farm family. 
The poverty criteria is generally met if the student: 
1. lives in federally supported low-income public housing. 
2. is part of a family where there is serious mismanagement of income so that 
little, if any, of such income accrues to the benefit of the student. 
3. is from a family on state or federally funded welfare program. 
Adapted from Series P60, Number 71, Table 6, Bureau of the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce, July 1970. 
All dollar amounts refer to income before taxes. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 
The attached form (OE Form 160) for survey of special programs for disadvantaged students 
should be completed by all institutional units responding and reporting as such in the annual 
Higher Education General Information Survey (HEGIS) of the U. S. Office of Education. In the 
event that a branch campus completes the form individually or that the parent institution com­
pletes the form inclusive of branch campuses, please indicate such under item 1 of the form. The 
administrative officer responsible for all special programs for disadvantaged students, as defined 
above, should complete the items relating to such programs. 
Items 1 through 5: 
These items involve general institutional data of record. Data requested on opening fall under­
graduate enrollment in 1971 (item 3), and on current funds expenditures for the fiscal year ending 
in 1971 (item 2), should agree with that provided in the 1971-72 HEGIS Survey of the U. S. 
Office of Education. 
Item 6: 
If this item is applicable to the institution, list separately each program that operates as a 
functional unit (i.e., that focuses on a particular target group of students, consists of one or more 
discrete activities, and that has a responsible "program director" assigned.) Use additional sheets of 
blank paper if space provided is insufficient. 
If the program listed is a "bridge program" for students not yet formally enrolled in the in­
stitution, please indicate in the appropriate space. 
Numbers of students served by the program, and numbers of involved faculty and staff, are 
requested in Full-Time ("FT"), Part-Time ("PT"), and Full-Time Equivalent ("FTE") categories. 
A Full-Time student is defined as one enrolled for at least 75% of the load normally required 
of undergraduates. 
A Part-Time student is one enrolled for less than 75% of the normal load. 
, "Faculty" are defined as persons with academic rank who serve the program in teaching or 
administrative capacities; staff members are defined as other personnel serving the program who do 
not hold academic rank (e.g., counselor, etc.). 
A Full-Time faculty or staff member is defined as a member of administrative or academic 
staff devoting three-fourths or more of available work time to the program. 
A Part-Time faculty or staff member is one devoting less than three-fourths time to the 
program. 
"Full-Time Equivalent student" may be determined by the same procedure used in HEGIS. If 
you have not previously calculated full-time equivalent enrollment, the following method is sug­
gested: 
ADJUSTED HEADCOUNT METHOD — Full-Time Equivalent enrollment equals 
the headcount of full-time students plus one-third the headcount of part-time 
students. 
You may use the above method or any other method of calculating full-time equivalent en­
rollment most appropriate and/or convenient to your institution. 
"Full-Time Equivalent faculty or staff" is determined by the average total man-hours per work 
week, devoted to the program while program is in operation, divided by 40. 
Rem 6 (continued): 
Support in most cases will fall into one or more of the following categories: Federal, state, 
foundation, institutional general funds, or other (business and industry, community action groups, 
church, etc.). 
In identifying SOURCE OF SUPPORT, please observe the following considerations: 
« If support comes from federal sources, please indicate agency (e.g., OE, OEO, 
USDL, etc.) and if possible indicate law and title providing funds or the name 
of the act (e.g., Higher Education Amendments of 1968, Title I-A). 
• If support comes from state appropriations, please specify whether their source 
is state general funds or special appropriations. 
• If support comes from a foundation grant, please name the foundation. 
• If support is drawn from institutional general funds, please indicate if identifi­
able portions come from unrestricted gifts, income on endowment, student 
tuition, special fees, sale of goods or services, or other sources. 
• If support comes from other than federal, state, foundation, or general institu­
tional funds, please name or otherwise identify the nature of the source. 
Should program support as budgeted come from more than one source, list the several sources 
and show in brackets the approximate percentage of total costs from each source [e.g., "Title l-A, 
(50%); Ford Foundation, (50%)] 
Item 7: 
If item 6 is completed, this item provides space for identifying the content or nature of the 
special programs previously listed. Specifically, those activities or aspects of the programs that are, 
as a matter of record, formal emphases, and for which budget line items may exist, should be 
checked, and, if more than one program is listed in item 6, show by number which program(s) 
has(have) the feature indicated. 
Item 8: 
This item calls for total expenditures for special programatic attention to disadvantaged stu­
dents. As such, it allows for expenditures for programs not meeting the definition of "special 
programs" given above, but which you consider significant. 
Items 9 through 12; 
These items call for "best estimates" and opinions concerning disadvantaged students and the 
source of support for programs for disadvantaged students at your institution. 
Should you have any questions concerning the completion of this form, please call the indi­
vidual listed below at the nearest office of Educational Testing Service. 
Location of ETS Office 
Princeton, N. J. 
Evanston, III. 
Los Angeles, Cal. 
Redington Beach, Fla. 
San Juan, P.R. 
Durham, N. C. 
Berkeley, Cal. 
Austin, Tex. 




















Name of Individual to Contact 
Mr. Chuck Stone 
Mrs. Theresa Strand 
Mrs. Celia DeLavallade 
Mr. John Dobbin 
Mr. Ennio Belen-Trujillo 
Miss Adele Richardson 
Mrs. Santelia Knight Johnson 
Mr. Don Flood 
Mr. David Nolan 
OMB. No. 51 S71033 
Approval expires 6/30/72 
SURVEY OF SPECIAL PROGRAMS IN HIGHER EDUCATION FOR DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS 
Educational Testing Service 
Princeton, N.J. 
01445 Please Read Instructions Before Completing This Form 
Please return by NOVEMBER 30, 1971 
USE ENCLOSED ENVELOPE 
1. Name and mailing address of this institution: 
2. Total current funds expenditures for fiscal year ending 1971 (from HEGIS Survey, OE Form 2300-4, 4/71, P. 3, tine 18) 
3. Full time equivalent opening fall undergraduate enrollment, 1971 (from line 3, column 6, and/or line 14, column 6, HEGIS, OE Form 2300-2.3-1, 3/71) 
Degree credit students Non-bachelor's degree credit students 
4. For what percent of undergraduate students at this institution are on-campus residential quarters available? 
0/ /0 
5. Admission Requirements and Standards: 
A. Usual minimum requirementsfor undergraduate admission (Check one) 
(1) Only ability to profit from attendance 
(2) High school graduation or equivalent 
(3) High school graduation plus some additional indication of aptitude (grades, tests, etc.) 
(4) Other (Specify) 
If (3) is checked above, select best single answer for sections B and C below. 
B. Usual minimum high school standing for admission: 
(1) top 1/10 (2) top 1/5 (3) top 1/4 (4) top 1/3 (5) top 1/2 
C. Use of Scholastic Tests in admission 
(1) Generally not required (3) Required as supporting evidence for admission of some (not all) applicants 
(2) Required principally as a matter of record (4) Required, and used in determining admissibility for all applicants 
0E Form 160 

7. Content or nature of special programsTC/rec^ all that apply to this institution, and indicate by numbe 1 which program listed under item 6 herein has that feature.) 
!—J — 
Special academic counseling, guidance, or advisory assistance Financial aid (Check all that apply) 
Special recpuiting^efforts or strategy Loan 
Special facilities or activities for diagnosing academic difficulties Grant 
Special tutorial service by faculty or students Work-study 
Involvement of extra-institutional resources (Check all that apply) Job placement 
Schools sending students Guidance for graduate study 
Other colleges Other (Specify) 
Community agencies, organization 
Business or industry 
Extra-curricular support (facilitation of social life, etc.) 
Remedial courses (credit or non-credit) 
Special instructional Media 
Special classroom instructional strategies 
8. Total expenditures this year for special programatic attention to disadvantaged students 
If this amount differs from sum of "budgeted costs" in item 6, please explain 
9. Considering the nature of the institution, what would be, in the opinion of the respondent, the optimal arrangement for special programatic attention to 
disadvantaged students at this institution in the 1972-73 academic year? ICheck one) 
Numbers of students should remain the same, with total budget of 
Numbers of students should be increased, with total budget of 
Numbers of students should be decreased, with total budget of 
10. In the opinion of the chief administrative officer of this Institution, any increased support for special programs for disadvantaged students should be sought 
and/or come from which of the following sources? 
(Check all that apply and then rank those checked in order of importance with 1 = most important, 2 = next most important, etc.) 
SOURCE U) RANK SOURCE ( •) RANK 
Institutional funds as follows: Existing federal authorizations, with increased appropriations 
General New federal legislation 
Tuition and fees State general funds 
Gifts New state legislation 
Endowment income Other (Specify) 
Other 
Foundations (local or national) 
11. Best estimate of proportion of current undergraduate population at this institution who come from families with annual income less than 
the*o£tional poverty criterion I.see instructions) 
0-5% 6-10% j | |~~ 11-15% 16-20% I I I [ 26-50% 51% or more 
12. Of those disadvantaged students entering this institution, what percent is estimated to 
(1) Graduate from this institution % (2) Transfer to another institution % (3) Continue for graduate studies at any institution % 
13. Comment (e.g., any experience with disadvantaged students; recommendations as to federal policy and program; special institutional 
philosophy and policy re disadvantaged; relevant activities not fitting under definitions or categories provided, etc.) 
14. Name of person completing this questionnaire 
Name Title Date 
Please return to: 
EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE 
501 Willard Street, 
Durham, North Carolina 27701 
- (I 
* 
PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE 
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445 
December 2, 1971 
Office of 
THE PRESIDENT 
Dr. I. V. Nelson, Vice President 
Research and Special Programs 
Campus, 
Dear Dr. Nelson: 
Enclosed are applications and guidelines for 
programs to prepare professional personnel 
in the education of the handicapped. 
Please note the December and January deadlines. 
Very truly yours, 
Alvin I. Thomas 
President 
AIT/sah 
cc: Dr. W. Buckner 
Dr. M. Londow 
Dr. W. Carney 
Dr. J. L. Brown 
Dr. W. W. Clem 
Dr. G. R. Ragland 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,  EDUCATION,  AND WELFARE 
O F F I C E  O F  E D U C A T I O N  
W A S H I N G T O N .  D  C .  2 0 2 0 2  
Bureau  of Educat ion  
for the  Handicapped  November 23, 1971 
Dear Colleague: 
Enclosed is the final official application form to be used in request­
ing federal financial support for programs to prepare professional 
personnel in the education of the handicapped. You previously were 
sent a copy of the program administrative manual and a draft copy of 
the application form. 
The guidelines in this program administrative manual do not constitute 
legal requirements for the program. Legal requirements in the form 
of regulations will be published in the Federal Register, at which time 
you will have thirty days in which to make comments. The regulations 
will be applicable to all training grants made under Public Law 91-230, 
Title VI, Education of the Handicapped Act, Parts D and G. We expect 
the regulations to follow very closely the guidelines as outlined in 
this program administrative manual. 
A number of major changes in Bureau policies and procedures have been 
made this year. Therefore, we urge you to study the program administra­
tive manual carefully and to provide ail information requested as 
clearly and concisely as possible. We will appreciate short but complete 
applications. For any administrative unit making application, all 
requests for support of training activities, except special projects, 
should be contained in one application. Additionally, summer session, 
academic, year, program development, and special study institute periods 
of study should be contained in the same application. The exception 
to this rule is special projects, for which a separate application, 
using these materials also, should be prepared. 
For the regular award program, applications from state educational 
agencies will now be made in conjunction with the Projected Activities 
Document (0E Form 9016). The requested information should be completed 
and submitted to the Division of Educational Services along with two 
draft copies of Part IIT-A of the Projected Activities Document for 
FY 1973. The review of the training plans under Part'D and associated 
decisions will continue to be made by the Division of Training Programs, 
but as we move toward increasingly coordinated plans and activities we 
feel it highly appropriate to combine that request in the Projected 
Activities Document. The application should describe a plan for the 
development and establishment of a total program for a three-year period. 
The Bureau is this year requesting that all applicant institutions 
of higher education send a copy of their training grant application, 
minus such sensitive information as personnel salaries, to the 
Director of Special Education in their state department of education. 
Similarly, state directors of special education are requested to send 
a copy of their state manpower needs assessment and their state training 
grant application to each of the institutions of higher education in 
their state. Our expectation is that such an information exchange will 
lead to greater efficiency in programs and, increasingly, to coordinated 
planning for manpower needs within each state. 
Institutions will be asked in the application form to describe how 
their program goals and objectives relate to those of the Division of 
Training Programs, Bureau of Education for the Handicapped. The 
Division's objectives are stated in terms of priorities. Priorities 
based on four dimensions will be emphasise--;, in the 1972 decision process 
by. the Division. The four dimensions are level of preparation, type of 
handicap served, special targets, and demography.. 
Doctoral preparation for teacher educators, practitioners and researchers 
is the highest priority among levels of preparation. Second priority 
goes to l-'A level preparation of teachers end practitioners, particularly 
to programs which take advantage of the current surplus of persons 
prepared for regular classroom teaching. Undergraduate preparation is 
low priority except where balanced by other priority dimensions below. 
Highest priority among types of children to be served by the graduates 
will go to learning, disabled, behavioral 1 y <!.• sordercd , mul t. 3 hand ic.r.pped 
and progress in physical education and recreation. Program expansion 
in other areas of handicap is regarded as 3 ess crilical at this time. 
Special targets are the third dimension of the priority matrix. High 
priority is attached to preparation programs which give special atten­
tion to more effective and efficient models for manpower preparation, 
new models of teachers for improved delivery of service to children. 
Vocational-technical education and related programs for adolescents, 
pre-sehool age handicapped, and the most handicapped children such as 
the psychotic and trainable retarded. 
Finally, to attain a better distribution of services for handicapped 
children, high priority is attached to programs attending to inner 
city children, rural, sparsely-populated areas and minority groups. 
A rigorous examination of goals, of competencies desired, and of 
"output" will be needed. Evaluation plans will also be crucial. 
On the budget pages you will be requested to justify each line item 
of the budget you plan to utilize. Justification should reflect: 
(1) How much will be spent on what or whom by period of study and area 
of preparation?; and (2) Uhy is the expenditure necessary? Additionally, 
the budget should show both local and federal contribution. 
V . '  3 
Institutions of higher education applying for program assistance grants 
are to provide data requested on pages 1 through 15 of OE Form 9031. 
The deadline date for postmark of those applications is December 17, 1971. 
State educational agencies applying for program assistance grants are 
to provide data requested on pages 1, 2, 3, 13, 14, and 15 of 015 Form 
9031. The deadline date for those applications to be postmarked is 
January 17, 1972. 
Special project applicants are to provide data requested on pages 1, 
16, 17, IS, and 19. Applications for special projects may be received 
at any time during the year, however, if a su; mer or fall 1972 beginning 
date is anticipated, the application should b postmarked no later than 
J anuary 1, 19 T2. 
Institution:; wishing to apply for funds this year to train personnel in 
physical education and recreation for the handicapped should submit the 
program assistance grant application (page 1 through 15 - OF. Form 9031 ) 
rather than a special project application fm . The dead? 1 no for. noar--
mnrk of these applications is December 17, 1971. University-affiJia ted 
facilities (. ... ) vi'.iuiug to app.i.y tor fun?:; s- euld submit the specie.:, 
projects application forms. The deadline for postmark of' UAF applica­
tions is Pec.e~.bar 17, 1971.. 
In view of the chance, toward departmental lather than categorical afvliea-
tions, it appeared anpropriate i:o assign the staff of the Division a: 
college or u: i verci ty proj net officers, n each institutl on wl 11 have 
one staff men .-r of the Division as the pr.r : contact person. In 
designating the staff to.serve as project officers for the 300 or core 
institution:; and 5o state educational agencies throir bout the country, 
the decision was made to assign all institutions of higher education 
within one state to one project officer. This person would also serve 
as the project officer for the application received from the state 
educational agency. This procedure is expectc -1 to increase efficiency 
and coordination in meeting manpower needs within each state. The 
enclosed list provides the names of staff members with their telephone 
numbers and the newly-designated state assignments. Professional staff 
members will serve not only as project officers, but will continue t.o 
serve as consultants in their respective fields. 
Your assistance in improving these application materials is solicited. 
As you use these materials, please note any lack of clarity, requests 
for unnecessary information, or important program information we may 
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December 2, 1971 
Dr. I. V. Nelson, Vice President 
Research and Special Programs 
Campus 
Dear Dr. Nelson: 
The attached material from Dr. John D. 
Sullivan will be of interest to you. 
Very truly yours, 





UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
C O O P E R A T I V E  S T A T E  R E S E A R C H  S E R V I C E  
W A S H I N G T O N ,  D . C .  2 0 2 5 0  
OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR 
November 24, 1971 
NOTE TO PRESIDENTS- Colleges of 1890 and Tuskegee 
This is for the Workshop covered in our memo of 
November 4. . If you wish to send others in addition 
to your Research Coordinator, please advise us 
as soon as possible. 
J 
Assistant Administrator 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
C O O P E R A T I V E  S T A T E  R E S E A R C H  S E R V I C E  
W A S H I N G T O N ,  D  C .  2 0 2 5 0  
OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR 
November 24, 1971 
SUBJECT: Workshop for Research Coordinators 
TO: Research Coordinators, Colleges of 1890 and 
Tuskegee 
Enclosed is the program planned for the Research 
Coordinators Workshop to be held on December 7-8, 
19 71. 
A major purpose of this Workshop is for each 
Research Coordinator to examine, together with 
other Research Coordinators, the elements of 
responsibility and functions essential to carrying 
out programs of research of the magnitude resulting 
.from an appropriation of $8,883,000. This will 
include the elements of effective communication 
within your institution, between institutions and 
collectively (or individually) with CSRS. 
There will be a consideration of the guidelines. 
Please study your guidelines carefully and come 
prepared to point out areas of concern or that 
are unclear. 
We do not plan to discuss items of specific 
institutional concern unless they are of general 
interest. Such specific items we will be pleased 
to discuss with you individually. 
We look forward to seeing you at the Workshop. 
1 I '9 ,y>. 





cc: Presidents, 1890 Colleges and Tuskegee 
PROGRAM 
RESEARCH COORDINATORS WORKSHOP 
DECEMBER 7 and 8, 1971 
FOREST SERVICE CONFERENCE ROOM 
ROOM 381*2 SOOTH BUILDING 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 7 -
Morning Program - Dr. John D. Sullivan - Chairman 
9:00 a.m. - WELCOME - Dr. N. D. Bayley - Director, Science 
and Education 
9:15 a.m. - Regional Research Planning - Dr. L. H. Davis -
Science and Education Staff 
9:1*5 a.m. - Perspective on USDA Funding for this Program -
Dr. N. P. Ralston - Associate Director, Science 
and Education 
10:00 a.m. - A University President's Outlook on the Future 
Dr. R. D. Morrison, President - Alabama Agricultural 
and Mechanical Uhlverslty. 
10:30 a.m. - CSRS Resources and Services Available - Dr. R. L. Lowom 
Administrator, Cooperative State Research Service. 
11:00 a.m. - CRIS, Identification and Use of Data - Mr. J. Turnbull 
Assistant Administrator for Research Management, CSRS 
12:00 noon - Lunch - USDA Cafeterias 
The Research Coordinator 
1:00 p.m. - Background on the Position of Research Coordinator 
Dr. J. D. Sullivan, Assistant Administrator 
Cooperative State Research Service 
1:15 P»®. " Functions and Responsibilities of a Research Coordinator 
Dr. J. A. Morris, Research Coordinator, Alcorn 
Agricultural and Mechanical College, Mississippi 
1:30 p.m. - Functions and Responsibilities of a Research Coordinator 
Professor U. S. Washington, Research Coordinator, 
Delaware State College, Delaware 
f 
f page - 2 -
1:1*5 p.m. - Separate into Small Groups to Address Questions on 
Functions and Responsibilities of the Research 
Coordinator. 
3:30 p.m. - Reconvene for Five Minute Report from each Group. 
Discuss and Synthesize Answers to the Questions. 
7:30 p.m. - Dinner - Blackies House of Beef. 
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 8 -
9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon: Discussion Panel: CSRS Personnel# 
Guidelines - What They Say and What They Mean; 
Panel Members - Dr. B. S. White 
Dr. E. C. Miller 
Dr. A. S. Newman 
Dr. B. W. Post 
Dr. A. T. M. Lee 
Chairman - Dr. C. R. Richards 
12:00 noon - Lunch - USDA Cafeterias 
AFTERNOON - J. D. Sullivan - Chairman 
Communications 
1:00 - 1:15 p.m. - Communication Needs - Dr. J. D. Sullivan 
1:15 - 3:00 p.m. - Separate into Small Groups to Address Questions 
of Continuing Interactions Among Research Coordinators 
and with CSRS Individually and Collectively. 
3:00 - U:00 p.m. - Reconvene for Five Minute Report from each Group. 
Discuss and Synthesize Answers to Questions. 
1*:00 p.m. - Adjourn. 
CSRS OD 1269 
October k, I97I 
Guidelines for Preparation of Research Programs 
and Projects at the Land-Grant Colleges of 1890 
and Tuskegee Institute 
(Funded Under Authority of Public Law 89-106) 
The increased appropriation made it possible for the 1890 
Land-Grant Colleges and Tuskegee Institute to join the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, the State Agricultural Experiment 
Stations and cooperating Forestry Schools as substantial 
partners in research to help solve the Nation's rural and 
agricultural problems. The research conducted by the sixteen 
1890 Land-Grant Colleges and Tuskegee, which is to be funded 
by appropriation under P.L. 89-106 administered by the 
Cooperative State Research Service for the Secretary of 
Agriculture, is to be organized within problem areas (Programs) 
with specific projects contributing to these programs. The 
programs of research are to be developed in such a way as 
to provide reasonable assurance of addressing meaningful 
rural problems and avoiding duplication of other work. 
Research Programs 
Definition: A program is a unit of research large enough 
to be subdivided logically for administrative management 
into two or more discrete subunits (projects). It is small 
enough to provide limits for planning and administration. 
A program describes research directed toward the solution 
of an important rural problem in the state or region. Sub-
units of a program, contributing projects, are designed to 
accomplish program objectives. Each 1890 Land-Grant College 
and Tuskegee will have at least one research program. Each 
institution may have several research programs. 
Purpose: A program will provide a focus of effort which 
can lead to the development of specialty areas of research 
in the institution. Each specialty area would represent 
research capability in sufficient concentration to solve 
important problems. 
Program Development 
1. A research coordinating committee or comparable mechanism 
is to be established in each state. See accompanying list 
of committee members as of September 15, 1971. 
2 
Members - Research Coordinator - 1890 Institution 
and/or Tuskegee 
Director - State Agricultural Experiment 
Station or representative named by him 
CSRS Representative 
Others - As invited by above for special 
needs. These may be special resource 
people whose talents would aid in the 
specific job at hand. They could serve 
in any of the functions of the committee— 
problem identification, program development, 
and program evaluation. These resource 
people would be primarily drawn from the 
institutions directly involved but may be 
from Federal agencies, institutions in 
other states or from other sources. 
CSRS envisions these committees as continuing committees 
for problem identification and program development and 
evaluation. 
2. Program development will be coordinated by the Research 
Coordinating Committee. 
3. Program(s) will be approved by the Research Coordinator 
with concurrence of the Research Coordinating Committee. 
4. Submitted by the Research Coordinator to CSRS for 
review and evaluation. 
5. Approval, if satisfactory, by CSRS. This .is not funding 
authorization. 
6. Return to 1890 institution or Tuskegee for implementation. 
The first step in implementation is the preparation of 
project outlines in support of the program. 
7. At least 50 percent of the programs and the contributing 
projects from each institution should be submitted by 
November 30, 1971. 
8. All programs and contributing projects for which 1972 
funds are anticipated should be submitted to CSRS by 
March 1, 1972. 
3 
Project Development 
The unit of funding is the project. 
1. The Research Coordinator has the responsibility for 
Coordinating project development. The State Agricultural 
Experiment Station (SAES) and the Cooperative State 
Research Service (CSRS) should be involve! as appropriate, 
when they can be of assistance, in developing an effective 
project. 
2. The principal investigator(s) (specialists) should develop 
project proposals. Eabh proposal must fit within an 
approved program of research. In project development, 
the use of any available resources—such as. Current 
Research Information System (CRIS) print-outs and 
knowledgeable colleagues, including SAES personnel in 
the same or related fields—is encouraged. 
3. The-project is reviewed by the Research Coordinator.who 
is responsible for program administration at that institu­
tion. He will require such changes as he feels desirable 
or necessary. 
4. The project is reviewed by the Director (SAES) for possible 
additional input by the SAES personnel and for purposes 
of statewide .coordination. 
5. The project is approved by the Research Coordinator. 
6. The project is submitted by the Research Coordinator to 
CSRS for review and approval. 
7. The project is approved, if satisfactory, by CSRS. Approval 
authorizes use of funds beginning with the approval date. 
For use of funds appropriated in a given fiscal year, this 
action must be completed by June 30 of that year, e.g., for 
FY 1972 funds this action must be completed by June 30, 1972. 
8. Expenditure of funds may be made at any time within the 
stated duration of the project. The maximum duration of 
time is five years from the date of approval. 
9. The research may be carried out at any appropriate location 
but must be under the administrative control of the 
Rtjsearch Coordinator. For example, it may be carried out 
fa) on the campus, farm or community of the 1890 College, 
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(b) in any of the counties, communities, or districts 
within the state, (c) at the State Agricultural Experiment 
Station, if mutually agreeable, (d) at a cooperating farm, 
(e) at a separate location such as Federal facilities, 
other universities, etc. 
10. The research must be aimed at the solution of a problem. 
In order to improve the opportunity to solve the problem, 
justifiable charges to the project may include but are 
not limited to the following: (a) development, renovation 
and/or modification of facilities and purchase of major 
equipment needed to carry out that project, (b) purchase 
of necessary supplies and incidental equipment, (c) salary 
of personnel (to the extent actually working on the project), 
(d) travel expenses to develop or improve skills required 
to carry out the project, (e) travel to participate in 
coordination of research being conducted under the approved 
project or to report results to professional or other 
interested groups, (f) the research portion of a professional 
improvement leave which is directly related to the progress 
of the project, (g) it may be part of a cooperative effort 
developed with other institutions (Federal and State) 
within the state, within the region, or in other regions. 
11. The principal investigator is the key person responsible 
for carrying out the research of the project. He is 
responsible to the Research Coordinator for the quality, 
relevance, and productivity of the research. Changes in 
principal investigators are subject to the approval of 
CSRS. 
12. A summary of the training and experience of each of the 
project leaders will be included with the project outline. 
' 5 
Essentials of a Research Program 
1. Title. A brief, clear designation of the area of the 
research. The title used by itself should give a good 
indication of what the program is about. 
2. Objective(s). A statement of the general problem to 
which the research is to be addressed. 
Each research program should be focused on an area of 
research important to the state or region in which the 
performing organization is located. The problem should 
be stated in terms general enough to provide the basis 
for a logical subdivision into several specific projects 
for solution of the problem. 
3. Current status of research on the problem. This is to 
include (a) a statement on the importance of the problem, 
and (b) in general terms, what has been done to date and 
what remains to be done. 
4. The capability of the institution to conduct this research. 
This should include description or identification of staff 
capabilities, and facilities available, or readily made 
available, and other supporting resources necessary to the 
research. It may include justification of a need to 
develop capabilities in a new area. This may be in general 
terms. The specific items are to be developed in the 
project outlines. 
5. A statement showing the cooperative planning that has led 
to the development of this program proposal. It should 
include evidence that the area of work proposed does not 
duplicate work completed or being done elsewhere. 
6. Approval signature of Research Coordinator. Concurrence 
signature of Director of the State Agricultural Experiment 
Station Tevidence of concurrence may be sent in a separate 
letter). 
6 
Essentials of a Project Outline 
1. Title. A brief, clear, specific designation of the subject 
of the research. The title, used by itself, should Ijive a 
good indication of what the project is about. 
2. Justification. Should present (1) the importance of the 
problem to the agriculture and rural life of the State or 
region; (2) reasons for doing the work such as the needs 
the project will fill and the importance of doing the work 
now; and (3) ways in which public welfare or scientific 
knowledge will be advanced. 
3. Previous Work and Present Outlook. A brief summary covering 
pertinent prev&oas research on the problem (citing the more 
important and recent publications from other research centers 
as well as your own); the status of current research; and 
the additional information needed, to which the project is 
expected to contribute. (Literature citations may be 
listed at the end of the project outline.) 
4. Objectives. A clear, complete, and logically arranged 
statement of the specific objectives of the project. 
Procedure. A statement of the essential working plans 
and methods to be used in attaining each of the stated 
obj€sctives. The procedures should correspond to the objectives 
and follow the same order. Phases of the work to be undertaken 
currently should be designated. The location of the work 
and the facilities and equipment needed and available should 
be indicated. Wherever appropriate, the procedure should 
provide data suitable for statistical analysis. The state­
ment on procedure should indicate that the research has 
been carefully planned and should provide for changes wham 
they are necessary to improve the work. 
6. Probable Duration. An estimate of the maximum time likely 
to be required to complete the research originally planned 
and publish the results. Whenever any material change in 
the objectives of the project is advisable, a new or revised 
project outline should be prepared. A major change in 
procedure might also necessitate a revision of the project 
outline. 
7. Financial Support. Estimated annual allotments (by funds) 
to tl) salaries, T2) maintenance, based on analysis of 
requirements for labor, equipment, supplies, travel, and 
other operating expenses. 
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8« Personnel. The leader or leaders and other technical 
workers assigned. 
9. Institutional Units Involved. Each subject matter unit 
in the College, University,or Institute, and any other 
units of the institution contributing essential services 
or facilities. The responsibilities of each should be 
indicated. If there is advisory, coordinating, or directing 
committee for the project, this should be shown. 
10. Cooperation. A statement as to cooperation with the U. S. 
Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Experiment Station, 
or any other Colleges, institutions, or other agencies 
cooperating formally or informally on the projects. 
11. A summary of the training and experience of each of the 
project leaders will be included with the project outline. 
Sample Titles 
The following are some samples of subjects for programs and 
projects. They are listed only in skeleton form so would need 
appropriate expansion to make complete. They are only sample 
listings and are not intended to indicate specific areas for 
your institution. 
A. Program: Improved Incomes for Low Income Farm and Non-Farm 
Rural People in . 
Projects: 1. The Anatomy of the Low Income Situation in 
2. Economic Feasibility and Cost Benefits of a 
Fruit and Vegetable Processing Facility in 
3. Cost Effectiveness of Alternative Methods of 
Providing Adequate Community Services in the 
Region. 
4. Institutional Structures for Improving Rural 
Community Services. 
5. Improving Land Use Planning in the Rural-Urban 
Fringe of the Area. 
6. Economic and Social Significance of Human 
Migration. 
7. Impact of Low Income on Aspirations, Expectations, 
Plans and Achievements of Rural Youth. 
B. Program: Sweet Potato Breeding Production, Marketing and 
Utilization 
Projects: 1. Sweet Potato Breeding. 
2. Sweet Potato Utilization. 
3. Sweet Potato Marketing. 
4. Pathogens of Sweet Potatoes. 
December 1, 1971 
Dr. I. V. Nelson, Vice President 
Research and Special projects 
Campus 
Dear Dr. Nelson: 
Please read the attached material from the National 
Laboratory for Higher Education and draft me a re­
sponse. 
Very truly yours. 




NATIONAL LABORATORY FOR HIGHER EDUCATION 
October 28, 1971 
Dr. Alvin I. Thomas 
Prairie View Agricultural & Mechanical College 
Prairie View, Texas 
Dear Dr. Thomas: 
The National Laboratory for Higher Education is an independent, 
non-profit corporation, working cooperatively with four-year col­
leges to develop and test innovative approaches to organization, 
administration and instruction. NLHE has developed a number of 
information systems products which may have value to your institu­
tion. NLHE in cooperation with North Carolina Central University, 
Elizabeth City State University, Fayetteville State University, 
St. Augustine's College and Virginia State College is developing 
an extensive training workshop in Administrative and Organizational 
Systems. We are now assisting over 200 colleges with our information 
systems results. 
We have applied for funding support for training workshops and 
follow-up funds under provisions of Part E, Education Professions 
Development Act (EPDA), P.L. 90-35, United States Office of Educa­
tion. Should we obtain this support, we can expand our Information 
Systems Product Services and may be able to provide technical as­
sistance to a limited number of institutions. The attached mater­
ial provides you with an overview of NLHE's AOS training objectives 
and specific opportunities to improve your institution's adminis­
trative management. 
This proposal is part of the overall NLHE Administrative and Or­
ganizational Systems strategy to help individual institutions, 
particularly developing colleges, define and realize their own 
goals and priorities. 
Over the past half year, the National Laboratory for Higher Edu­
cation has communicated with over 200 colleges with enrollments of 
less than 500 students, and over 80 of these have expressed such 
a need. North Carolina Central University, therefore, with NLHE 
as the major cooperating agency, proposes to conduct a series of 
four 5-day training workshops for administrators and data-process­
ing personnel on procedures and products that have been developed 
in the area of administrators from common administrative areas how 
to: 
1] Establish goals and objectives for their respective 
MUTUAL PLAZA | DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA 27701 | TELEPHONE 919 688-8057 
offices. 
2 ]  Determine the data elements to be included on 
administrative data bases to meet the needs of 
their institutions, as well as to satisfy ex­
ternal reporting requirements. 
3] Establish procedures for collecting, editing, 
and maintaining data. 
4] Make use of a generalized data management sys­
tem for creating and maintaining a data base, 
retrieving and analyzing data, and generating 
desired reports. 
Both North Carolina Central University and the National Laboratory 
for Higher Education bring a background of already tested procedures 
and products which can effectively be used at the workshops to meet 
the workshop objectives. 
Products developed by the Western Interstate Commission on Higher 
Education (WICHE) will also be utilized. The integration of these 
proven products should allow for high levels of information utili­
zation, as well as likely satisfying national standards. To help 
participants establish goals and objectives, both a product for 
establishing goals and a training package for deriving measurable 
objectives, developed by NLHE, plus relevant instruments to be de­
veloped under a Title III grant to NCCU will be available for use. 
The Data Element Dictionaries developed by WICHE and administrative 
data bases developed by NLHE can also be utilized. To establish 
procedures for collecting, editing, and maintaining data, available 
procedures include WICHE's "Inventory of Educational Outcomes and 
Activities," a "Generalized Scan-Edit Program" developed by NLHE, 
and procedures that will be established during the coming year by 
the NCCU consortium. And, to train workshop participants to use 
a generalized data management system, the NLHE Information System 
is available. 
Four 5-day training workshops are proposed. The first one will 
serve as a pilot test for the remaining three, and will involve the 
Consortium for Educational Development in Selected Institutions, 
previously identified. Liaison between and among these institutions 
already exists, and they will work cooperatively to refine work­
shop procedures and participate in on-going, close follow-up. 
The remaining three workshops will each be open to developing in­
stitutions, each institution represented by three staff members. 
Representatives should include one top level administrative staff 
member from the specific administrative area of interest (i.e., 
admissions officer, registrar, etc.), one systems analyst from the 
computing center, and a member of the institutional research staff. 
It is recommended that an institutional researcher participate so 
that he can develop the expertise to assist members of other admin­
istrative staffs to form goals and objectives, determine the appro­
priate data base, collect and maintain data, and efficiently utilize 
* . tlje computation center. Information systems personnel from NLHE 
will allocate days for follow-up on the campus of each institution 
to help them implement the NLHE Information System for use in a 
student record system. 
Specifically, participation in the AOS workshops will introduce 
ar> institution to: 
1] A method of establishing goals and objectives 
in administrative offices; 
2] Implementation of institutional research 
procedures; 
3] Implementation and use of a generalized data 
management system. 
In the area of information systems, NLHE personnel will spend time 
on the campus of each institution assisting in the implementation 
of information retrieval systems and training personnel in their 
use. Specifically, those institutions having IBM 1130 computers 
or IBM 360 computers will receive assistance in the implementation 
and use of the NLHE Information System, in the areas of student 
records, admissions, alumni, and development. 
Secondly, a training workshop will be provided on the use of the 
information system for all of the institution's data processing 
personnel. Institutions having IBM 1401 computers will receive 
assistance in the implementation of the AUTOCODER Retrieval System 
and its use in the areas of student records and admissions. Addi­
tionally, a training workshop will be provided for the institution's 
data processing personnel on the use of the retrieval system. 
We believe that this program can provide significant technical as­
sistance not heretofore available to colleges by way of in-service 
training and campus follow-up to your current staff in the techniques 
of management informations systems. 
Should you wish to participate in this program, we would like to 
receive a letter of commitment at your earliest convenience. Please 
call us at (919) 688-8057 and ask for Dr. Harry Blanton. 
Director 
SENIOR COLLEGE DIVISION 
OGM:s s 
SUGGESTED CONTENTS FOR INSTITUTIONAL LETTER OF COMMITMENT 
TO THE NATIONAL LABORATORY FOR HIGHER EDUCATION 
1. A brief statement of institution's need for this type 
of assistance. 
2. Need for a long-range plan of management improvement 
through computer use. 
3. Perceived needs of staff members for technical systems 
help, e.g. admissions, registration, financial records, 
etc. 
1. Willingness to commit time to training--minimum of one 
week. 
2. Willingness to follow through with a planning effort which 
will result in a concrete plan of action to improve academic 
and administrative management. 
3. Willingness to make financial commitment involved in time 
allocation for institutional personnel.* 
4. Willingness to commit funds for secretarial staff time 
to carry out plan. 
Additional optional information: 
1. Identification of staff to be trained. 
2. Indicate current computer configurations and any anticipated 
hardware changes. 
3. Extent of participation in WICHE, Title III, V-E Programs, 
or other Federal programs to improve management. 
Travel expenses for participants to Durham, North Carolina for 
one week training programs. 
PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE 
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445 
November 23, 1971 
Office of Vice-President 
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS 
KW247I 
Mr. Jurgen Pohly 
Developing Institutions Program 
Office of University Affairs 
Code Y 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
%shington, D. C. 20546 R. 
Dear Mr. Pohly:  ̂
•Transmitted herewith are copies of t&te annual report for research 
grants, NGP-44-033-007, entitled, "A Quasi Absolute Method For 
Quantitative Analysis Of Solid Qr Liquid Solutions By X-Rav 
fluorescence," and NQRr-44-033-0u2, "Multidisciplinary Space 
Related Research." 
We will be suhnittincT additional proposals for research by December 10, 
1971. 
Any questions concerning our reports, please don't hesitate to call 
on me. 
Very truly yours, 
Ivory V. Nelson 
Vice-President 
IVNrqm 
cc: Dr. A. I. Thanas, President 
PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE 
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445 
November 22, 1971 
• •"FOR 
Office of Vice-President 
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS 
HOB 8471 
Cooperative Education Program 
Division of College Support 
Bureau of Higher Education 
U. S. Office of Education 
Washington, D. C. 20202 
Dear Sir: ^ 
Transmitted herewith are six (6) copies of a proposal 
entitled "Combination of Formal Practical Education", 
and one (1) copy of the PraTrie View Af»M College 
Bulletin - General Catal&g) for 1971-72. The signed 
copy of the proposal is being sent under separate 
cover. 
Permission has been granted for submission of proposal 
at this late date. 
If there are any questions, please contact me. 
Sincerely yours, 
Ivory V. Nelson 
Vice-President 
IVN/mh 
cc: Dr. A. I. Thomas, President 
PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE 
Mr. A. E. Greaux, Dean 
School of Engineering 
Prairie View A§M College 
Prairie View, Texas 77445 
Dear Mr. Greaux: 
Mr. J. R. Phillips represented theCCollege recently at a 
meeting on the development of Cooperative Education. 
Since that time, Mr. Phillips retarded and requested copies 
of old proposals for Cooperat^x^ Education in order that he 
might prepare this year's ptlve Education proposal. 
The deadline has passed fo ission of the proposal, 
however, I requested permission to submit our proposal 
late. Mr. Phillips was appraised of this situation and 
indicated that he would have the proposal ready for submis­
sion by November 16, 1971. 
At this writing this office has not received the application. 
Your assistance in this matter would be greatly appreciated. 
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445 
November 17, 1971 
Office of Vice-President 
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS 
Very tTuly yours 
Ivory V. Nelson 
Vice-President 
IVN/mah 
cc: Mr. J. R. Phillips 
Dr. A. I, Thomas 
Dr. G. R. Ragland 
PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE 
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445 
November 4, 1971 
Office of Vice-President 
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS 
ffllt 5 "0 
Mr. Maynard E. Weidwann 
Grants Officer 
Emergency School Assistance Program 
1114 Commerce Street 
Dallas, Texas 7S202 
Dear Mr. Weidmann: 
A 
In reference to Grant IOEG-6-71*0546, Emergency School 
Assistance - 101, Reading Institute for Prairie View A§M 
College (56-546) request is ¥^eby made for the revision 
of budget as enclosed herein. 
This request is made after consideration of salaries and 
equipment need for effective program operation as we were 
not able to start the program until August 1 rather than 
July 15, 1971. Your consideration of this request will 
be greatly appreciated. 
Very truly yours. 
Ivory V. Nelson 
Vice-President 
IVN/mh 
cc: Dr. A. I. Thomas, President 
Mr. H. D. Murdock, Business Manager 
Dr. J. W. Echols, Director 
\ 








1. Director (100%) $ 4,500 $ 6,300 8-1-71 to 6-30-72 
$ 8,800 
2. Faculty (50%) 1,950 $ 2,800 9-1-71 to 6-30-72 
$ 4,000 
3. Secretary (2.05/hr.) 1,200 1,200 9-1-71 to 6-30-72 
$ 2,100 
4. Consultants 500 500 9-1-71 to 6-30-72 
$ 1,500 
5. Fringe benefits 498 670 9-1-71 to 6-30-72 
$ 1,001 
TOTAL PERSONNEL $ 8,648 $11,4*70 $ 17,401 
B. Other Direct Cost 8-1-71 to 6-30-72 
6. Travel 800 500 1,600 
**7. Instructional Materials 
from EDL Material Lab 2,229 -0- 3,000 
*8. Equipment 7,225 -0- 10,008 
9 * Tuition and Fees 3,300 1,500 2,600 
10. Printing 300 -0- 300 
11. Library Materials 
(books, journals, etc.) 1,669 -0- 2,000 
12. Communications 200 -0- . 500 
13. Office Supplies 300 -0- 732 
TOTAL DIRECT COST $ 16,223 $2,000 $20,740 
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TOTAL PERSONNEL and 
DIRECT COST $ 24,671 $ 13,470 
14. Indirect Cost 





•Additional Equipment Needed 
1. Electronic Stencil Printer 
2. 3M Master Drazo Transparency 
Maker 
3. IBM Typewriter 
4. A. B. Dick Duplicating 
••Additional Reading Materials such as 







PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE 
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445 
November 3, 1971 
Office of Vice-President 
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS 
Dr. John Calhoun 
Vice-President For Academic Affairs 
Texas A§M University 
College Station, Texas 
Dear Dr. Calhoun: 
Transmitted herewith are two (2) copies of our Title III Application for 1972-73 
to be submitted by November 15, 1971. 
In this application, we 1 sity would assist us in 
3) Laboratory For Freshman English 
4) Freshman Mathematics Curriculum 
5) Computer Assisted Instruction 
6) Faculty Development Program 
7) Curriculum Development in Fine Arts 
We are asking that you provide us a letter stating that you would assist us in 
these programs and please return the signed copy and keep the other copy for 
your files. 
Thank you very much for your cooperation. 
the developing of seven 
Very truly yours, 
Ivory V. Nelson 
Vice-President 
IVNrgm 
cc: Dr. A. I. Thomas 
PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE 
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445 
November 2, 1971 
Office of Vice-President 
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS 
Cooperative Education Program 
Division of College Sipport 
Bureau of Higher Education 
U. S. Office of Education 
Washington, D. C. 20202 
Dear Sir: 
Due to unfortunate circumstances, vpa didijiot receive the guidelines for 
the submission of a proposal under the Cooperative Education Program. 
We, therefore, would like this letter to serve as a letter of intent to 
file a proposal within the next fifteen (15) days. 
Your consideration of this request will greatly aid us in the development 
of our program of Cooperative Education here at the College. 
Very truly yours, 
Ivory V. Nelson 
Vice-President 
IVN:gm 
cc: Mr. J. R. Phillips, Cooperative Education Coordinator 
Mr. A. E. Greaux, Dean, School of Engineering 
Dr. G. R. Ragland, Acting Dean of College 
Dr. A. I. Thomas, President of College 
PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE 
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445 
November 1, 1971 
Office of Vice-President 
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS 
KOV T 
Mr. John S. Coke 
1150 Morse Road 
Columbus, Ohio 
Dear Mr. Coke: 
Transmitted herewith are four (4) copie the budget for Prairie View's 
participation in the Consortium for Black Schools of Architecture and a 
copy of the institutional statist!^. 
Any questions concerning this, please feel free to call on me. 
Sincerely, 
Ivory V. Nelson 
Vice-President 
IVN:gm 
cc: Dean A. E. Creaux, Engineering 
Dr. A. I. Thomas, President of the College 
PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE 
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445 
November 1, 1971 
Office of Vice-President 
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS 
fflt * 7t 
Dr. Herbert A. Wilson 
Vice-President 
Phelps-Stokes Fund 
Cooperative College Development Program 
22 East 54th Street 
New York, New York 10022 
Dear Dr. Wilson: 
Transmitted herewith are copies 
application: 
following for the Title III 
1) Institutional Statistical Data 
2) Development Program Proposed Budget request for 1972-73, 
and 1973-74 
3) Institutional Narrative 
4) Letter of Commitment from President Thomas 
Any questions concerning these docunents, please feel free to call on 
me. 
Very truly yours, 
Ivory V. Nelson 
Vice-President 
TVN:gm 
cc: Dr. A. I. Thomas, President 
PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE 
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445 
November 15, 1971 
Office of Vice-President 
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS 
Dr. James Ho Hey, Chief 
Developing Institutions Program 
Division of Ctollege Support 
Bureau of Higher Education 
U. S. Office of Education 
Department of Health, Education and 
Washington, D. C. 20202 
Dear Dr. Holley: 
Transmitted herewith are four (4) copies of our application for par­
ticipating in the Developing institutions Program as authorized tinder 
Title III of the Higher Education Act of 1965 as amended. 
Any questions concerning this application, please feel free to call 
an me. 
Very truly yours, 
Ivory V. Nelson 
Vice-President 
IVN:gm 
ac: Dr. A. I. Thomas, President of College 
Dr. G. R. Ragland, Acting Dean of College 
PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE 
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445 
December 15, 1971 
Office of Vice-President 
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS 
DEC 15 T! 
Mr. C. Edwin Farrar 
Grants Management Specialist 
ESAP/Cannunity Groups 
Department of Health, Education and Welfare 
Regional Office 
1114 Cccmerce Street 
Dallas, Texas 75202 
Dear Mr. Farrar: 
In reference to your letter dated November 30, 1971, concerning Grant tOEG-6-
71-0546, the following is provided far clarification: 
f\ \\) 
The nutter of participants anticipated to participate were thirty; 
however, we only received twenty-three applications and seventeen 
ware qualified to participate and are now participating. 
We have not reduced the amount of time devoted to the program. 
Previously, we had anticipated operating the institute one six (6) 
weeks of the summer and one semester (Sept.-Dec.) of the 1971-72 
school year. Hcwever, due to the late grant notification award, 
we were unable to start the six weeks of the simmer, so we started 
the program the first semester of the 1971-72 school year, and we 
will now operate it the 1st and 2nd semester of the 1971-72 school 
year. 
The travel requested is to take the institute participants to visit 
Reading Centers in Houston and San Antonio, and for staff travel to 
visit the participants at their particular schools. 
Our present rate of travel is ten cents per mile. 
The equipment and supply need are related to the necessity of 
having to duplicate materials for use by the participants in 
bulk quantities. 
a. Transparency Maker - This piece of equipment will be used to 
produce transparencies of reading materials for participants 





Mr. C. Edwin Farrar 
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December 15, 1971 
b. IBM Typewriter - Typewriter for the secretary of the Program 
to utilized to assist the Director. 
c. A. B. Dick Duplicating Machine - Reproduce materials for 
participants to utilize in their classrooms. 
d. Electronic Stencil Printer - Facilitate reproduction of materials 
in mass quantities by duplicating from books, periodicals and 
journals. 
I hope this explanation provides you with our intent to reprogram the funds; 
however, if you need additional information, please feel free to call on me. 
Very truly yours, 
Ivory V. Nelson 
Vice-President 
IVNsgm 
cc: Dr. Jack Echols 
Dr. A. I. Thomas 
I 
PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE 
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445 
Novenber 23, 1971 
Office of Vice-President 
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS 
Mr. J. M. Lewallen 
Special Assistant For university 
Affairs 
National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration 
Manned Spacecraft Center 
Houston, Texas 77058 
Dear Mr. Lewallen: 
Transmitted herewith are copies ofxthe annual report for research 
grants, NGR-44-033-007, entitled, A Quasi Absolute Method For 
Ouantitative Analysis Of SoliaJ3r Liquid Solutions By X-Ray 
Fluorescence," and NGR-44-033-002, "Multidisciplinary Space 
Belated Research." 
We will be subnittino additional nronosals for research by December 10, 
1971. 
Any questions concerning our reports, please don't hesitate to call 
on me. 
Very truly yours, 
Ivory V. Nelson 
Vice-President 
IVNjgm 
cc: Dr. A. I. Thomas, President 
PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE 
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445 
Deoesrber 15, 1971 
Office of Vice-President 
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS 
Dr. Willa B. Player, Director 
Division of College Support 
Developing Institutions Program 
Bureau of Higher Education 
U. S. Office of Education, DHEW 
Washington, D. C. 20202 
Dear tar. Player: 
Transmitted herewith is the 
Institutions Program. 
We would like to renew our request of letter dated June 22, 1971 and 
responded to by your letter July 12, 1971 for permission to purchase 
additional equipment with the remaining of the funds for our Academic 
Achievement Center. 
Thank you very much for any cons ideration you might give. 
Viery truly yours, 
Ivory V. Nelson 
Vice-President 
IVN:gm 
cc: Dr. Alvin I. Thomas 
Mr. H. D. Mundock 
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ION RECEIVES $1 BILLION BEQUEST, 
NUALLY FOR HEALTH CARE 
ted the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation of New Bruns-
private foundations in the United States. The bequest 
$1.1 billion, making it the largest foundation devoted ex-
e Johnson Foundation will be required to distribute grants 
Luiam.y , , ._ i keeping with current provisions of the Tax Reform Act 
of 1969. 
The bequest itself consists of 10,204,377 shares of Johnson & Johnson common stock from the 
estate of General Robert Wood Johnson, who died in 1968. The foundation was established in 1936 by 
General Johnson, former chief executive of Johnson & Johnson, one of the world's leading manufacturers 
of surgical dressings and health supplies. 
To help in distributing its increased funds, the Johnson Foundation is assembling a professional 
staff to be led by Dr. David E. Rogers, who will become president of the foundation in January 1972. 
Dr. Rogers is currently dean of the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine. 
In an interview in The New York Times, Dr. Rogers said that the foundation has not yet defined 
any specific programs, but that it would probably emphasize the delivery of health care services. 
Gustave 0. Lienhard, who is retiring as president of the foundation, added that the foundation will 
probably make more innovative grants for productive projects, rather than grants for capital or operating 
expenses. Local charities in the New Brunswick area will continue to receive some foundation aid. 
The bequest from General Johnson makes the foundation second in size only to the giant Ford 
Foundation, which has assets of $3 billion. In 1970, the Johnson Foundation listed assets with a market 
value of $102 million and made grants totaling $661,110. 
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ROBERT WOOD JOHNSON FOUNDATION RECEIVES $1 BILLION BEQUEST, 
TO SPEND $45 MILLION ANNUALLY FOR HEALTH CARE 
A bequest of $1 billion has just catapulted the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation of New Bruns­
wick, N.J., into second place among the largest private foundations in the United States. The bequest 
gives the Johnson Foundation assets of nearly $1.1 billion, making it the largest foundation devoted ex­
clusively to health care. 
As a result of this increase in assets, the Johnson Foundation will be required to distribute grants 
totaling approximately $45 million annually, in keeping with current provisions of the Tax Reform Act 
of 1969. 
The bequest itself consists of 10,204,377 shares of Johnson & Johnson common stock from the 
estate of General Robert Wood Johnson, who died in 1968. The foundation was established in 1936 by 
* 
General Johnson, former chief executive of Johnson & Johnson, one of the world's leading manufacturers 
of surgical dressings and health supplies. 
To help in distributing its increased funds, the Johnson Foundation is assembling a professional 
staff to be led by Dr. David E. Rogers, who will become president of the foundation in January 1972. 
Dr. Rogers is currently dean of the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine. 
In an interview in The New York Times, Dr. Rogers said that the foundation has not yet defined 
any specific programs, but that it would probably emphasize the delivery of health care services. 
Gustave 0. Lienhard, who is retiring as president of the foundation, added that the foundation will 
probably make more innovative grants for productive projects, rather than grants for capital or operating 
expenses. Local charities in the New Brunswick area will continue to receive some foundation aid. 
The bequest from General Johnson makes the foundation second in size only to the giant Ford 
Foundation, which has assets of $3 billion. In 1970, the Johnson Foundation listed assets with a market 
value of $102 million and made grants totaling $661,110. 
The Foundation is located at 142 Livingston Avenue, New Brunswick, N.J. 08902. 
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PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE 
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445 
December 10, 1971 
Office of Vice-President 
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS 
atis-™ 
Mr. J. M. bewailen 
Special Assistant for University 
Affairs 
Attention: BA 
Manned Spacecraft Center 
National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration 
Houston, Texas 770S8 
Dear Mr. Lewallen: 
Transmitted herewith are tfr^eeO(,3) copies of the following 
proposals: 
1) Reliability Analysis of Redundant Structural Systems, 
2) The Effect of Ionizing Radiation and Chemotherapy of the 
Plasma Deoxyribonuclease I, 
3) Rare Earth Compounds: Hydrothermal Crystal Growths, 
4) A Quasi Absolute Method For Quantitative Analysis of 
Solid or Liquid Solutions of X-Ray Fluorescence, 
5) Doppler Studies From Non-Stationary Stochastic Rough 
Surfaces and Communication in Oil-Polluted, Dyneric and 
Non-Stationary Stochastic Reverberating Oceans. 
Any questions you may have concerning these proposals, please 
feel free to call me at (713) 857-3311, Extension 314. 
Sincerely yours, 
Ivory V. Nelson 
Vice-President 
IVN/mh 
cc: Dr. A. I. Thomas, President 
Enclosures: 15 
